Image compression is a serious issue in computer storage and transmission, that simply makes efficient use of redundancy embedded within an image itself; in addition, it may exploit human vision or perception limitations to reduce the imperceivable information Polynomial coding is a modern image compression technique based on modelling concept to remove the spatial redundancy embedded within the image effectively that composed of two parts, the mathematical model and the residual.
Introduction
Today, people sharing the information and communicate with each other easily, cheaply and instantly via the realm of the social media communications tools using the smart phones, tables and computers, where the images become the essence, especially in occasions (i.e., Eids, Christmas time and Birthdays), news, marketing, entertainment, but unfortunately these images required huge size that implicitly consumed large size of bytes where redundancy presents, so the compression is the optimal solution where the redundancy removed efficiently [1] .
Reducing the image data size is referred to as image compression, that generally represents the significant image information compactly with smaller size of bytes while losing the insignificant image information, which is called redundancy [1] .
Image compression techniques is basically fall into two categories: lossless and lossy depending on the redundancy type(s)exploited, where lossless also called information preserving or error free techniques, in which the image compressed without losing information, and are based on the utilization of statistical redundancy alone such as Huffman coding, Arithmetic coding, and Lempel-Ziv algorithm, while lossy which remove content from the image, which degrades the compressed image quality, and are based on the utilization of psycho-visual redundancy, either solely or combined with statistical redundancy such as such as vector quantization, fractal, and JPEG [2] .
The fixed predictor is related to eliminates the highly dependency (correlation) between image pixels, where most of the similarity embedded in an image neighbours [1] . On the other hand, there's an increase role of utilization wavelet in image compression due to the fact that it provides high image quality with high compression ratios, due to exploits both the spatial and frequency correlation of data by contractions and translations of mother wavelet on the input data, supports the multiresolution analysis of data and symmetric nature [3] . While, polynomial coding is one of the modern image compression techniques remains in development adopted within the last few years, based on the modeling concept of mathematical base that basically composed of two parts of deterministic part (i.e., mathematical function) and stochastic part (i.e., error), that implicitly means, create an approximated image to the original one using the adopted mathematical model, and find the error or the residual image as the difference between the original and the approximated image [4] . Lastly, the near lossless base, corresponding to allowed error tolerance, in which no pixel is changed in magnitude by more than  gray levels compared with the origin [5] .
This paper is concerned with improving the polynomial techniques performance of linear base, using fixed predictor and multiresolution thresholding techniques of two stages near lossless coder. The rest of the paper is organized as follows, section 2 contains comprehensive clarification of the proposed system; the results of the proposed system and the conclusions are given in sections 3 and 4 respectively.
Proposed System
The proposed technique composed of two stages, starting by the lossy fixed predictor of wavelet thresholding techniques, followed by the near lossless coder, which discussed extensively in the following steps:
Stage 1: this stage is concerned with utilizing fixed predictor of difference base between the pixel and its neighbours', then subsequently implemented the wavelet transform of thresholding quantization process (i.e., soft) of quadrants using the following sub steps that depicted clearly in figure (1) . 4-For the approximation subband, apply the traditional linear polynomial coding technique that based on partitioning the Fp LowLow image into fixed blocks of size n×n and computing the coefficients of each block, followed by creating the predicted image and lastly finding the residual image, according to equations (2-11) [6] . 
Expermental Results
In order to test the performance of the traditional polynomial coding and comparing it with the two stages proposed system, three well-known standard images adopted (see 
Conclusions
From the test results of the proposed system, the following remarks are stimulated: 
2-The adaptive polynomial coding is a hybrid
technique that exploited the spatial domain and the frequency domain using the fixed predictor, wavelet transform, polynomial coding and soft thresholding technique that leads to improve the performance results.
3-The results clearly shows the better adaptive performance than the traditional polynomial coding, more compression ratio achieved (i.e., two times on average) with higher image quality according to error tolerance (  ).
